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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [3], D. L. Burkholder introduced the notion of stochastic convexity. 
The purpose of this paper is to apply this notion to iterates and averages 
of operators and also to martingales with double indices [S, 6, lo]. 
In each of these cases, it is shown that almost everywhere convergence 
theorem holds if and only if a certain universal maximal inequahty holds, 
These applications could in a way be viewed as exhibiting examples 
of stochastic convex families. We shall use standard notations, as for 
example if fit is a c-algebra of subsets of a set Sz, t E I7’, we write V, fi, or 
V,ET fll to denote th e smallest o-algebra containing all fis , t f T, and 
EX in place of J 9 or J X dp,... etc. 
2. UNIVERSAL MAXIMAL INEQUALITY 
Let (Q, a, p) be a probability space. Following [3], let 9 be the 
collection of all sequences f = (fr , fs ,...) with fn an M-measurable 
complex function. Define f * by f*(u) = supn 1 iiL(o w E St. Let 
(6’ C 9. We call SY stochastically convex if the following conditions are 
satisfied: Each term of each sequence in %’ is nonnegative almost every- 
where, and if f,: = (fkl, fk2 ,,,.) E ~9, K = 7, 2 ,.., then there are 
sequences ia, - (kh p 9k2 ,,,, ), K = 1, 2 ,..., such that 
(i) the g,<‘s are independent, 
(ii) $e;,“l:,;. ~i;r~~&.,.;l v~vre X - I’ means that X, Y have 
3 
(iii) if {ak} is a nonnegative number sequence, with ClzI uj6 = 1, 
then there is h E 59 such that h - {C,‘= a,g,,}. 
* Supported by N.R.C. Grant A-7253. 
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AS in [3], define @ as: the sequence f = (fi, f3,...) t G if and only if 
there is anf = (fi , f2 ,,,,) E Y such that 
The following two theorems are borrowed from [3]. 
1’HEOHEM 2.1. If SC is stochastically convex, then g is stochastically 
conver. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose V is stochasticalEy convex andp(f * ( .I- co) >O, 
for each f E %‘. Then there is a real number A’ such that: 
df 
K * > A) <.x, A>O, fEV. 
This inequality will be refered to as a universal inequality. 
The problems considered in the sections to follow are for sequences 
of functions with double indices. For at least notational convenience, 
we now extend (in an obvious way) the convexity conditions to such 
sequences. Let a be the collection of all sequencesf = {f,,,}, m, n = 
with f an a-measurable complex function. As before, we 
kek f * by 7;~) = SUP,~ ,n 1 f ( w ,, )’ w t Q2. Let Q CG. We call 4 
stochastically complex if the f:ikving conditions are satisfied. Each 
term of each sequence in V is nonnegative almost everywhere, and if 
fi = (fkrrt,d, m, n = 1, Z..-, b e ongs 1 to @ for k = 1,2,..., then there 
are sequences gk = (glI.m,ka}, m, n = I, 2 ,..., in $, k = I, 2 ,..., such 
that 
(i) the gk’s are independent, 
(ii) fk -g, , and 
(iii) if (ak) is a sequence of nonnegative members with xlzI ak = 
1, then there are A E @ such that x - {ClzI alig,C,,l,kw). 
Recalling the definition of e;, we define 3 similarly, that is, %? is the 
set of all sequences: 
f = &.ni~ 713, n = 1, 2 ,*.., 
where 
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and 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 are valid for 4. The proofs are the same as for V, 
except for the notational changes. 
3, Doust~ STOCHASTIC OPERATORS 
BY 4 or -h(~, fly P.) we denote the usual Banach space of p-integrable 
functions. A linear operator T in L, is called doubly stochastic [Yj if for 
MEL,, Tfa.0 iff>O, JTf=Jf, and Tl = 1. Let (JJ,ol,p) be the 
Lebesgue unit interval. Let c be the set of all sequences (f, Tf, T2f,,...), 
wheref30, JJ”< 1, and T is doubly stochastic; then: 
THEOREM 3.1. The set M is stochastically convex. 
Pmsf. See [3]. 
We will use the proof of this theorem to extend it to the case of two 
doubly stochastic operators which do not necessariIy commute with 
each other. As before, let (J2, a, CL) be the Lebesgue unit interval. Let 
c be the set of all sequences 
tTnSmf 1, 71, m = 0, 1 ,..., where f 2 0, s f<l, 
and T, S are doubly stochastic operators. 
THEOREM 3.2. %f is stuclzastically convex. 
Proof. Let (T,TS,“f,), n, m = 0, l,..., k = 1, 2 ,..,, be a sequence of 
elements of C. 
Consider {Skmfk], m = 0, l,,.., k = 1, 2 ,“. . According to [3, pp. 83,841 
there is a doubIy stochastic operator S satisfying: 
m$wl = bGmfk>(%)-- m ~1 0, l,..., k = 1, 2,..., (1) 
where sr , sa ,... are independent and uniformly distributed over the unit 
interval and a is the smallest o-algebra relative to which every sk is 
measurable. 
By (I), for an arbitrary fixed m, there is a doubly stochastic operator 
T such 
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The right-hand side is (T,.“S,~“f,)(s,,.) and the left-hand side (using (I) 
again) is equal to: 
~“[S”(f&,J)l which is equal to TnS7”[fk(~k).-)I, 
‘Thus 
belongs to @ and has the same distribution as {Clzi QT”S’“[~,(~,)]~, 
proving 8 is stochastically convex. 
As is well-known [9], the averages 
converge almost everywhere for f~ L,, , 1 < p < -[- 03. 
Thus the existence of a constant K such that 
is necessary and sufficient (9, p. 332) f or almost everywhere convergence 
of 
However, by techniques similar to those used in Theorems 3.2 and 
3.3 of [I], one may produce doubly stochastic operators S, T for which 
the (**) does not converge almost everywhere. Consequently, the 
universal maximal inequality (*) does not hold either. 
Results as just concluded hold for self-adjoint, positive, definite 
operators and alike. Conditions under which there is pointwise convet- 
gence for a sequence of doubly stochastic operators, applied in a certain 
manner, were first obtained by G. C. Rota [12] (SW also [4, 8, 131). 
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4, MARTINGALES WITH DOUBLE INDICES 
Let Oi, 02. t , pi) be the Lebesgue unit interval i = 1, 2. By (52, 6$?, p) 
we denote their product, i.e., Jz = Q, x J2,, Q? = OE, x flz, and 
P = Pl x P2 * 
A process (X,+, ; OZffil x fln2), nz, n = 1, 2,..., is called a martingale 
[5, lo] if the following are satisfied: 
(i) For all RI, n, G!zI1,LL is a sub-a-algebra of aI and [In2 is a 
subalgebra of Mz. Furthermore, &‘:I 
rl < yl’ and r2 < yz’, 
x G$$ C &‘I:,, ): CIFz, whenever 
(ii) For all m, IE, X,., is 6?+)11 x a,2 measurable and is 
p-integrable. 
(iii) 
whenever k < m and E < n. 
The class of all martingales, as described, will be denoted by 9. 
Let V C 9 be the set of all X = (Xm,n ; ar,&l x am2} in 9 such that 
-Y,n,?z 2 0, s xrM dp < 1, m, n = I, 2 ,... . Note that GZml x 61mz may 
change from martingale to martingale. 
Pointwise convergence theorems for the martingales defined above 
are, in a way, drastically different: from those for martingales indexed 
by a totally ordered set [5, lo]. 
CONDITION 58,“. There is a constant K such that 
whenever k < m, 1 < n, h > 0, for all (Xmw, ; C&l X flti3} E ~3, 
THEOREM 4.1. Under the condition zP%* if G-m,, ; am x CT!,} is an 
L,-bounded martingale, then (X,,,) concerge~ almost everywhere. 
Condition 9* is available for martingales indexed by the positive 
integers. Here, however, as Theorem 4.2 will demonstrate, it is necessary 
also. According to the remarks following Theorem 4.2, Condition D* 
is not true in general. 
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PJTJOf. The proof is a straightforward cxtention of a similar proof 
in [2]. We shall outline it below. Let 9 = V,rA,nCT,rll r: CZ,“. Assume 
(I- Id ,11 n ; Cl,,,1 / flrL2} is measure-dominated, i.e., there is a finite signed 
meake p or .F such that @(EV,,,,) = SE, n X,,,,, dp, E,,,., E Q,,, >, IT,, . 
If dfi = Xdp + dv represents the absolute, singular parts of 6 relative 
to P, Ict I,,, ,n -.z E{X 1 E!,,l ‘i G’,‘>, Zn, ?z = X ,,,, 1L - Y ,,,, ?,, , thus 
(Y ,,,,t,, 9 (T,,,’ “. %2}, G,.,, , en,, ‘<~ a,al)- are ‘martingales and r(E,,,,,) = 
SE,,, Z,,,,, 1Ecc, E,,,,, E (L1 x ck,,‘- As in [2], one can easily show that 
x ,,>,rL - X a.e. and Z,,,, + 0 a.e., implying that X,,,,,, converges almost 
everywhere. In the general case, we pass to a representation space; 
more precisely, let 
the Bore1 field of S, nr, p1 = 1, 2 ,... . Define 1’: Q + n,,l,?LS,II,lL by 
T(w) := (Xy,,,,,(w))~:,,=, , set Q = p 0 T-l, and let k,,,, be (m, n)th 
coordinate function of n,,L,,S ,,,,. n . Finally, let P&L = Vir;ll,l,jQlL ~.~,j . 
Then under Q, (4,,6., ; 9&) is measure-dominated and is equivalent to 
v * G?,,II Y Ir,?) under p, The proof can be completed by imitating m,rL > 
Theorems 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 of [2]. 
The following lemma will be useful in proving the theorem to follow it. 
LEMMA 4. I. VI,(Ulcl ‘~: lt,G2) = V,; @I,,’ x V, Cljc2, where CY,i is a 
sub-cr-algebr-a qf Jzi i = I, 2 and k ranges over aa asbitravy indexing set. 
THEOREM 4.2. V is stochastically convex. 
Proof. Let Xk = {XkmSkn ; ai, i: II;,} belong to V, K : 1, 2 ,... . 
Let $1 , $2 ).., be independent and uniformly distributed random variables 
over the unit interval. Define E71Cm,lSn = Xk ,,,. ICn(~,C , s,:), m, n = 1, 2 ,..., 
and k = 1, 2,... . ‘Then (i) and (ii) of the stochastic convex conditions arc 
satisfied. To prove (iii), let (aIJ be a sequence of nonnegative numbers 
with XlzI a, = 1, then Clzl J q.I’Ji,,i.,i,,, dp = Cizl ak J IrJt,,,,lcli, dp G 1. 
Let Z ,,,,, j = CizI a,ll’;;,,,.,c, , We shall show that: 
m, II ::= 1, 2,. . .) meets the requirement in (iii). 
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By Lemma 4.1, 
The last term, using the independence, is equal to 
which, in turn (by change of measures), is equal to 
= Zdd 7 which completes the proof. 
As is shown in [5], there are +&-bounded martingales with double 
indices which do not converge almost everywhere. Hence, we may con- 
clude by Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 that neither the universal inequality nor 
the almost everywhere convergence hold for all martingales in V. 
&-bounded (p > 1) martingaIes converge aImost everywhere [4]. 
Hence, by Banach’s principle [9, p. 3321, for martingales of the form 
E{X 1 am1 x brn2}, XELI, the existence of a constant K such that 
is a necessary and sufficient condition for almost everywhere convergence. 
What about an individual theorem ? 
Counterexamples given in [5, 71 are uniformIy integrable, In view 
of this we state: 
THEOREM 4.3. If (X,rt,, ; CTml X 6Tne} is a unifo~dy integrable 
martingale or equivalently of the form E{X j Glml x 6fnz} for some integrabb 
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jar all k < WI, I 2:; II, and A II:> 0. 
Pmgf. Passing to the representation xs described in ‘i’heol-cm 4.1 
preserves uniform integrability. 
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